
2010 changes and issues
Changes in bold

bus shelters main road

ROW in dispute - use ROW in dispute - use 
alternative routealternative route

Keep on field-side path to Keep on field-side path to 
earthbankearthbank at corner, drop to  at corner, drop to 

road, cross and take field road, cross and take field 
path to lower road.  Turn Lpath to lower road.  Turn L

Stage 24

19k

 A6109
wide verge

Hilltop

 P
WMC

Field 
path

Follow field edge to
 corner, drop to road

Follow Permissive
Path through golf 
course, under A57

New for New for 
20102010

Cross Bridge at boundary of golf course.  After 
300 m, fork right along a track past a shed 
(keep field on right, following yellow posts).  
Fork left (obeying Permissive Path signs), then 
left to tunnel.  On leaving tunnel, turn left as 
signed, passing to right of bunker to next sign 
(partially hidden by trees) going behind line of 
bushes.  Follow edge of vegetation and take 
path at corner between hedges.  L along next 
path, which crosses a fairway, emerging 
opposite the lane leading to Woodsetts. 

10

Lindrick

golf course

Woodsetts pub

½ way Checkpoint
at Sports Pavilion

up

up lane

L after 
tunnel, 
then R

47k

49k

48k

Fork L, turn L 
to tunnel

Up lane, down, 
over crossroads 

Stage 4

! Fork R on ! Fork R on 
track - Yellow track - Yellow 
posts !posts !

5, 6

Catcliffe

24k

25kSheffield
Parkway

ring

B6066

Cut through waste ground at 
end of security fence to open 

land, then L

The Car
People

26k

Stage 2/3
changeover

down steps, under bridge 
by railway

L@ roundabout, R 
opposite 3rd lamppost 

to fence

27k

Over railway.
Straight aheadCricket 

Ground

Treeton

 Checkpoint
at pavilion

! Right between rocks ! Right between rocks 
after top of hill ! after top of hill ! 

Hotel

Bridge over 
river - aim for 

footbridgeFP behind 
cricket 
ground

Stage 2

Stage 3

Over 
earthbank, 
then R to 

reclaimed area

Minor Minor 
changes  changes  
for 2010for 2010
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